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Abstract—This paper proposes a suitable grey-box method for 

online monitoring of dc-link capacitors. It is found that the 

transient behavior of dc-link voltage in ac/dc and dc/dc converters 

is similar to the zero-state response of a parallel RLC circuit. 

Moreover, the damping factor α (related to capacitance) of the 

large-signal transient trajectories of converters can be chosen as a 

new health indicator of capacitors. Based on this, a nonintrusive 

transient equivalent circuit model (TECM)-based grey-box 

method is presented, which can realize the condition monitoring 

(CM) of dc-link capacitors with minimum dependency on the

detailed topology and control information. Besides, it has features

of relatively high applicability and extreme low sampling

frequency requirement. Taking an ac/dc system and a dc/dc

system as case studies, simulation results demonstrate the

proposed method is suitable for converters with different load

types. Moreover, a commercial power supply is chosen as an

experimental case. Experimental results illustrate that the

estimation errors of the damping factor α and dc-link capacitance

are less than 1%. Furthermore, two typical application cases for a

white-box system and a grey-box system are given to further

illustrate the implementation of the proposed method.

Index Terms—Condition monitoring, dc-link capacitor, 

grey-box method, transient modeling.  

I. INTRODUCTION

C/DC and DC/DC converters are widely used in the front

end of power conversion systems, such as communication 

base stations, motor drives, central processing units, etc [1]. In  
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TABLE I 

CLASSIFICATION OF TYPICAL CONDITION MONITORING METHODS FOR 

DC-LINK CAPACITORS

White 

box 

Features 
 On the basis of topology structure, operation mode and/or 

control strategy of converters 

Sub- 

categories 

 A1: System operation model-based scheme [8]‒[17] (e.g., 

build the relationship between capacitor parameters and 

steady-state ripples to estimate ESR/C) 

 A2: Injected signal-based scheme [18]‒[21] (e.g., inject 

low-frequency signal to systems, and estimate C at the 

corresponding frequency) 

 A3: Circuit parameters model-based scheme [22]‒[26] (e.g., 

identify the parameters of built circuit model) 

Grey 

box 

Features 

 Without any knowledge of operation mode and/or control

strategy of converters 

 Requiring knowledge of connection structure

 Estimation model is available for other types of converters 

Sub- 

categories 

 B1: Capacitor current directly measurement scheme 

[27]‒[33] (e.g., sample capacitor voltage and current to 

estimate parameters) 

 B2: Switching ringing-based scheme [34] (e.g., analyze the 

switching ringing of dc-link current to estimate ESR) 

Black 

box 

Features 

 Without any knowledge of circuit structure, operation mode 

and/or control strategy of converters 

 Need a large amount of training data and labels 

 Estimation model needs retraining when used for other 

converters 

Sub- 

categories 

 C1: Data-driven scheme [36]‒[39] (e.g., use intelligent

algorithms to train voltage and current data to obtain C) 

such applications, the loading of converter systems is 

frequently changed [2]. Usually, a large bulk capacitor bank is 

used in dc links (e.g., Cdc and Co) to suppress ripple, absorb 

harmonics, balance instantaneous power, and store sufficient 

energy during transients [3]. However, the capacitor is one of 

the weakest links in power electronic converters [4], [5]. For 

reliability reasons, it is essential to realize condition monitoring 

(CM) of dc-link capacitors [6], [7].

Equivalent series resistance (ESR), capacitance (C),

impedance (Z), etc., are widely used as health indicators of 

capacitors. Recently, many efforts have been made to realize 

the online estimation of health indicators of capacitors [8]‒[39]. 

From the perspective of required information, they can be 

divided into three types, i.e., white-box method [8]‒[26], 

grey-box method [27]‒[34], and black-box method [35]‒[39]. 

Table I summarizes the features and subcategories of these 

three types of methods. The typical implementation schemes 

for CM of dc-link capacitors are further summarized in 

Table II.  

As shown in Table II, the system operation model-based 

schemes [8]‒[17] (i.e., category A1), injected signal 

based-schemes [18]‒[21] (i.e., category A2), and circuit 
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TABLE II 

TYPICAL IMPLEMENTATION SCHEMES FOR CM OF DC-LINK CAPACITORS

Type Ref Topology (control) fsw (N) 
Used 
signal 

Additional sampling 
circuits/devices 

Estimation 
error 

Advantages and limitations 

A1 

[8] Buck (N/A) 100 kHz (N/A) vo, iL 
Rogowski coil sensor, 
oscilloscope (HF sampling 
and calculation) 

ESR: <5.6% 
 Switch fault diagnosis and ESR estimation 
 Specially designed current sensor, high-frequency 

sampling, specific topology 

[9] Boost (analog) 30 kHz (N=333) vo, iL 
Ripples extraction circuit, 
data acquisition card 

ESR: <3.1%  No additional current sensor  
 Additional hardware circuits, high-frequency 

sampling, specific topology [10] Boost PFC (analog) 
60 kHz 
(N=53.3) 

vo, iL 
Ripples extraction circuits, 
trigger circuits, MCU 

ESR: <10% 

[11] PV boost (digital) 10 kHz (N=4) vpv, ipv 
Ripples extraction circuit, 
MCU (controller) 

ESR: <6.2% 
 Relatively low sampling frequency, no additional 

current sensor  
 Additional hardware circuits, specific topology 

[12] Flyback (analog) 100 kHz (N=2) 
vo, vi, 
vpwm 

Ripples extraction circuit, 
pulse capture circuit, MCU 

ESR: <3.1% 
C: <3.7% 

[13] Boost PFC (analog) 66 kHz (N=2) vo, vi, iL 
Ripples extraction circuits, 
PWM trigger circuits, MCU 

ESR: <3.7% 
C: <1.9% 

[14] LLC (analog) 82.6 kHz (N/A) vo, io 
Ripples extraction circuits, 
load current sensor, MCU 

ESR: <1.5% 
 Ripple valley and peak search  
 Specific topology, additional current sensor and 

hardware  

[15] ASD (N/A) N/A vr, vdc Not given 
ESR: <5.48% 
C: <1.1% 

 No additional current sensor and hardware circuits 
 Quasi-online, specific topology and operation 

condition  
[16] PV inverter (digital) 10 kHz (N=1) vpv, ipv, d N/A C: <2.6% 

 No additional current sensor and hardware circuits 
 Specific topology [17] ASD (digital) 10 kHz (N/A) 

vdc, ig, id, 
iq 

N/A C: <1% 

A2 

[18] PV inverter (digital) 10 kHz (N/A) 
vdc, vg iL, 
d 

Ripples extraction circuits 
ESR<3.65% 
C: <1.88% 

 No additional current sensor 
 Quasi-online, additional hardware, specific topology 

[19] Inverter (digital) 4 kHz (N/A) vdc, isc Oscilloscope (HF sampling) ESR<6% 
 No additional current sensor and hardware circuits 
 High-frequency sampling during the test 

[20] ASD (digital) 5 kHz (N=2) vdc, ia, ib, 
ic, d 

N/A C: <1%  No additional current sensor and hardware circuits 
 Specific topology and operation condition [21] ASD (digital) 10 kHz (N=2) N/A C: <1% 

A3 

[22] PV buck (digital) 1 kHz (N=10) 
vo, iL, vi, 
vpwm 

Data acquisition card C: <5% 
 Full parameters monitoring  
 Specific topology, high-frequency sampling 

[23] Boost (N/A) 30 kHz (N=333) vo, iL Oscilloscope (HF sampling) 
ESR<11.7% 
C: <9.2% 

[24] PV boost (digital) 10 kHz (N=1) vpv, ipv, iL Ripples extraction circuits Z: <0.7% 
 Relatively low sampling frequency 
 Specific topology, additional hardware circuits, no 

detail values of ESR or C 

[25] Buck (digital) 20 kHz (N=1) vo, iL, d N/A 
ESR<10.9% 
C: <18.6% 

 No additional current sensor and hardware circuits 
 Specific topology, relatively complex algorithm 

[26] Buck (digital) 20 kHz (N=2.5) vo, iL N/A C: <6.1% 

B1 

[27] PV boost (digital) 20 kHz (N=50) vc, ic 
Capacitor current sensor, 
oscilloscope (HF sampling) 

ESR<5.6% 

 Relatively high applicability 
 Additional current sensors [27]‒[32], 

high-frequency sampling [27]‒[31] 

[28] Boost (N/A) 5 kHz (N=20) vc, ic 
Capacitor current sensor, 
data acquisition card 

ESR<6.34% 
C: <2.63% 

[29] Boost (N/A) 20 kHz (N=26) vc, ic 
Capacitor current probe, 
oscilloscope (HF sampling) 

ESR<3% 

[30] Inverter (N/A) 3 kHz (N=26) vc, ic 
Capacitor current sensor, 
ripple sampling devices 

Not given 

[31] ASD (digital) 
2.5 kHz (N is 
about 4) 

vc, ic 
Capacitor current sensor, 
ripples extraction circuits 

ESR<3% 
C: <1% 

[32] ASD (N/A) 2 kHz (N/A) vc, ic 
Capacitor current sensor, 
MCU 

ESR<1.8% 

[33] Inverter (N/A) 12.5 kHz (N=8) vc, ic 
Rogowski coil sensor, 
ripples extraction circuits 

ESR<1.9% 
 Single capacitor monitoring, high applicability 
 Additional sensors and hardware 

B2 [34] ASD (N/A) 5 kHz (N=215) idc 
Capacitor current sensor, 
oscilloscope (HF sampling) 

ESR<1.8% 
 High applicability 
 Additional current sensor 

C1 

[36] ASD (N/A) N/A vdc, vi, Cla Oscilloscope (HF sampling) C: <1.3% 

 High accuracy  
 High-frequency sampling, a large amount of training 

data and labels, complex algorithms, retraining for 
other topologies 

[37] 
Inverter-EMI filter 
(N/A) 

20 kHz (N=50) 
EMI, Cla, 
ESRla 

Oscilloscope (HF sampling) N/A 

[38] Inverter (N/A) 5 kHz (N=50) 
is, Cla, 
ESRla 

Oscilloscope (HF sampling) 
ESR<0.1% 
C: <0.1% 

[39] Inverter (N/A) 5 kHz (N=50) 
vc, ic, Cla, 
ESRla 

Oscilloscope (HF sampling) 
ESR<0.11% 
C: <0.11% 

Tran-
sient 
idea 

[40] 
Buck (analog and 
digital) 

200 kHz (N=1) vo, io 
Load current sensor, 
transient detection circuits 

ESR<7.4% 
C: <9.6% 

 Relatively low sampling frequency 
 Specific topology [40]‒[42], additional sensors and 

circuits [40], [41] 
[41] Boost (digital) 200 kHz (N=1) vo, io, d Load current sensor C: <3% 
[42] Boost PFC (digital) 50 kHz (N=1) vi, is, vo, d N/A C: <3.5% 

Proposed 
method 

Front-end ac/dc 
100 kHz 
(N=1/4, 1/40) 

vdc  Voltage sensor (for 
grey-box systems) 

 N/A (for white-box
systems) 

: <1% 

 Extremely low sampling frequency, suitable for 
grey-box systems with minimum dependency on the 
detailed topology and control information, high 
applicability, no additional sensors for white-box 
systems 

 A pre-test is needed if the capacitance is estimated 

Rear-end dc/dc 
125 kHz  
(N=1, 1/2) 

vo 

Note: Power factor correction (PFC), photovoltaic (PV), adjustable speed drive (ASD), electromagnetic interference (EMI), microcontroller unit (MCU), high-frequency (HF), 

switching frequency (fsw), the number of sampling points during one switching cycle (N), output voltage (vo), inductor current (iL), input voltage (vi), output current (io), 

rectified voltage of ASD with a diode rectifier (vr), dc-link voltage (vdc), PWM signal (vpwm), PV voltage (vpv), PV current (ipv), control signal and/or duty cycle (d), rectified grid 

current of VSD (ig), motor current of the dq-axis (id, iq), grid voltage (vg), short-circuit current (isc), motor current (ia, ib, ic), capacitor voltage (vc), capacitor current (ic), dc-bus 

current (idc), training labels (Cla, ESRla), source current (is), advantages (), limitations (). 

parameters model-based-schemes [22]‒[26] (i.e., category A3) 

can be considered as white-box methods. Generally, the 

topology structure, operation modes, ripple information, and/or 

control signals of converters are required in white-box methods. 

Therefore, some additional current sensors [8], [14], ripple 

extraction circuits [9]‒[14], [18], [24] and/or high-speed 

sampling devices [8]‒[10], [19], [22], [23], etc., are required to 

obtain the key information of converters. Although the schemes 

in [15]‒[17], [20], [21], [25], and [26] do not require additional 

current sensor and hardware circuits, specific topologies, 



digital controllers, and/or specific operation conditions are 

required, which reduces their extensibility.  

Different from that of white-box methods, only partial 

knowledge of converters is required in grey-box methods. 

Referring to Table II, the capacitor current directly 

measurement schemes (i.e., category B1) [27]‒[33] and 

switching ringing-based schemes (i.e., category B2) [34] can be 

considered as grey-box schemes. Generally, the grey-box 

schemes can be applied in all types of dc-link applications. 

However, the voltage/current ripples and switching ringing 

have the features of high frequency and small amplitude. 

Additional current sensors [27]‒[34] and high-frequency 

sampling devices [27], [29], [34] are needed to obtain the 

sampling information accurately. 

Moreover, data-driven-based black-box schemes (i.e., 

category C1) have been presented for CM of dc-link capacitors 

in [36]‒[39]. Although they can realize the CM of capacitors 

without any knowledge of circuit structure, operation mode 

and/or control strategy of converters, complex training 

algorithms, a large amount of training data (e.g., output current 

and dc-link voltage ripples [36]), and labels (e.g., C [36]) are 

required. The complexity of software is larger than that of 

white-box and grey-box schemes. In addition, voltage and 

current ripples of converters are usually taken as training data, 

which results in the requirement of high-frequency sampling 

devices [36]‒[39]. Besides, an estimation model for one 

converter topology needs retraining when used for other 

converter topologies [35], which limits their applicability to 

other converters. 

In order to reduce the sampling frequency, the authors have 

presented a transient-based idea for CM of dc-link capacitors 

[40]‒[42]. However, the estimation models in [40]‒[42] are 

specially designed for one type of converter, which cannot be 

applied in other types of topologies. They are white-box 

schemes. Moreover, additional current sensors [40], [41] or 

specific digital controllers [42] are required, which limits their 

applicability to other topologies.  

Considering that the grey-box scheme has good applicability, 

it is essential to develop a simple noninvasive CM scheme with 

minimum dependency on the detailed topology and control 

information. As a continuous research in [40]‒[42] for 

exploring the transient-based CM schemes, it is found that the 

transient behavior of the dc-link voltage in ac/dc and dc/dc 

converters is similar to the zero state response of a parallel RLC 

circuit. Moreover, the damping factor α (related to capacitance) 

of transient trajectories of converters can be chosen as a new 

health indicator of capacitors. Based on this, this paper 

proposes a transient model-based grey-box scheme, which is a 

detailed expansion of the authors’ granted patent [43]. It has the 

following advantages:  

1) The proposed scheme is suitable for grey-box systems 
with minimum dependency on the detailed topology and 

control information.  

2) Only transient voltage is required for CM, which does not 
need current information. Generally, an additional voltage 

sensor is required if the method is applied for a commercial 

converter without detailed topology and control information 

(i.e., a grey-box system). Fortunately, the voltage sensor for 

control purposes can be reused for CM if the monitoring 

function has been integrated into a converter in the design 

phase. The voltage sampled for the control purpose can be used 

for CM, and additional sensors are not required.  

3) The sampling frequency of the utilized monitoring signal

is extremely low, which can reduce the hardware cost of 

sampling systems and the volume of sampled data.  

4) It has high applicability and can be used for ac/dc and

dc/dc converters. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II 

describes the proposed TECM-based grey-box method. The 

simulation studies and experimental verification are drawn in 

Section III and Section IV, respectively. Furthermore, two 

typical application cases for a white-box system and a grey-box 

system are given in Section V. Finally, the conclusions are 

given in Section VI. 

II. PROPOSED TECM-BASED GREY-BOX METHOD

As discussed in [40]‒[42], the transient trajectory of power 

converters has the features of large amplitude and long duration 

(usually in the order of 1 ms [42]), which is easier to be sampled 

when compared with small-amplitude steady-state ripples. In 

order to reduce the sampling complexity and improve the 

applicability of CM schemes for commercial converters with 

minimum dependency on the detailed topology and control 

information, a nonintrusive transient equivalent circuit model 

(TECM)-based grey-box CM method is introduced in this 

section. 

A. Transient Behavior Analysis

Generally, the transient response of an ac/dc or dc/dc

converter is approximated by the dominant pole pair in the 

closed-loop pole-zero map. The load transient behavior of 

converters is similar to a zero-state response of a parallel RLC 

circuit [44]. Based on this, an ac/dc or dc/dc converter can be 

equivalent to an RLC circuit during load transients. Fig. 1(a) 

shows a converter system and its transient equivalent circuit, 

where Cdc represents the dc-link capacitor, vdc and Vref denote 

the dc-link voltage and its reference value, iʹdc represents the 

average value of rear-end current idc. Leq, Req represent the 

inductance and resistance of RLC equivalent circuits, 

respectively. ∆v is the output voltage of the RLC circuit. vʹdc 

represents the equivalent circuit voltage, which can be 

calculated as vʹdc =∆v+ Vref.  

Taking a PFC-LLC converter as an example, Fig. 1(b) shows 

the simulation waveforms for a 250-W loading transient, where 

the circuit structure and control parameters of converters are the 

same as that in [42]. The capacitance of Cdc is 470 μF. Referring 

to Fig. 1(a), assuming Leq and Req are 2.8 H and 90 Ω, Fig. 1(b) 

shows the output voltage vʹdc of the equivalent circuit. It can be 

seen that vʹdc is coincide with vdc, which demonstrates that the 

RLC equivalent circuit can denote the load transient behavior 

of converters. Notice that Leq and Req are related to the dynamic 

performance of converters, they have no physical meaning. In 

this example, Leq and Req (i.e., 2.8 H and 90 Ω) are obtained 

from the parameter identification of the proposed transient 

model. Although they are related to the circuit parameters, they 



Fig. 1.  Transient equivalent circuit and typical transient waveforms. (a) 

Transient equivalent circuit of ac/dc and dc/dc power converters. (b) Typical 

transient response waveforms of a PFC-LLC converter. 

cannot be obtained from the actual converter due to the control 

parameters also determines the transient trajectory. A detailed 

explanation is given in the following.  

Fig. 2(a) shows the general structure of an ac/dc or dc/dc 

converter. Generally, a converter can be divided into three parts 

from the perspective of transient-related factors. One is the 

main circuit parameters (including inductive elements, power 

semiconductors, and parasitic parameters) and control 

parameters, which are equivalent to Req and Leq of the transient 

equivalent circuit. The other two are the dc-link capacitance 

and transient step current, which are equivalent to Cdc and iʹdc. 

Usually, the control parameters of a converter are not changed 

once the design stages of converters have finished. However, 

the main circuit parameters may change with the degradation of 

components, especially power semiconductor switches [6], [45], 

[46]. Considering the parameter drift of MOSFETs, Fig. 2(b) 

gives the simulation waveforms of the above-mentioned PFC 

converter [42]. Here, three different on-resistances Rds,on of 

MOSFET are considered, i.e., Rds,on =0  (indicating an ideal 

switch), Rds,on =0.423  (indicating a fresh MOSFET [45]), and 

Rds,on =1  (indicating an aged MOSFET [45]). The other 

circuit and control parameters of the converter are the same as 

that in [42]. It is found that the parameter drift almost has no 

effect on the transient trajectory. Notice that an inductive 

element is less prone to aging [6], which is not considered in the 

simulation. Based on the above analysis, it can be said that Req 

and Leq are usually constant, and the transient trajectory is 

mainly dependent on capacitance and load current. It should be 

noted that the cases that indicate the effect of capacitance and 

load current on transient trajectories can be found in Section III. 

On the other hand, the impedance of capacitors is dominated 

by ESR at a mid-frequency band and it is determined by C at a 

low-frequency band [c.f., Fig. 2(c)], which results in 

high-speed sampling is usually required to obtain the 

mid-frequent ripple information to estimate ESR [3]. Moreover, 

a small-capacity ceramic capacitor or a film capacitor is widely 

connected in parallel with electrolytic capacitors, which results 

in the total ESR of hybrid capacitor banks at the mid-frequency 

band cannot represent the actual ESR of electrolytic capacitors, 

as shown in Fig. 2(d). Furthermore, the repetitive frequency of 

load transients is relatively low (e.g., 1‒10 Hz [42]). Therefore, 

a capacitor’s impedance is dominated by C at the repetitive 

frequency (i.e., low-frequency bands). The ESR is not conside- 
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Fig. 2. Power converters’ general structure, simulation waveforms of 

parameters drift, and the impedance characteristics of capacitors. (a) General 

structure of a power converter. (b) Simulation waveforms of parameters drifts. 

(c) Impedance of a capacitor [47]. (d) ESR of capacitors [47], [48]. 

red in the proposed equivalent circuit, and the capacitance (or 

capacitance-related parameter) is chosen as a health indicator. 

The proposed method is more suitable for the CM of hybrid 

capacitor banks, pure ceramic capacitor, and film capacitor 

banks. 

B. Transient Behavior Modeling

As discussed above, the transient trajectory of vdc (i.e., ∆v),

can be modeled by an RLC circuit. Taking the unloading 

transient as an example, Fig. 3(a) shows the detailed transient 

response waveforms. Assuming that an unloading transient 

occurs at the instant t0 (the step amplitude of iʹdc is ∆I), the 

voltage response of a parallel RLC circuit is [44] 

( ) ( ) ( )1 2cos sin .  − − = +t t

d dv t B e t B e t (1) 

B1 is constant, which is determined by the initial energy storage 

in the RLC circuit. For the zero-state response, B1=∆v (0+) = 0. 

Therefore, (1) is rewritten as 

( ) ( )2 sin . − = t

dv t B e t  (2) 

where α is the damping factor, which determines how quickly 

the oscillations subside. It is dependent on the capacitance and 

resistance of the equivalent RLC circuit, i.e., 

( )eq dc1 2 . = R C  (3) 

ωd denotes the damped radian frequency, i.e., 

2 2

0  = −d
 (4) 

where ω0 represents the resonant radian frequency. It is 

calculated as  

( )0 eq dc1 . = L C  (5) 

B2 is also a constant, which is dependent on the initial value and 

di/dt of iʹdc. Referring to Fig. 3(a), for an ideal step response, B2 

is denoted as  

( )2 dc .=  dB I C  (6) 

Referring to (2)‒(6), Cdc can be estimated based on the tran- 
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sient voltage profile ∆v(t) and current step value ∆I. However, a 

current sensor is required if (6) is used. Referring to (3), it is 

found that Cdc is inversely correlated with α. As discussed in 

Part A, Req of a converter is usually constant. Therefore, α is 

chosen as a health indicator of capacitors in the proposed 

scheme.  

Referring to Fig. 3(b), iʹdc may not suddenly change in some 

applications, e.g., Case A (relatively low di/dt) and Case B 

(multiple step). Considering the shape (e.g., time constant and 

oscillation period, not including oscillation amplitude) of 

transient voltage trajectory mainly depends on  and ωd, which 

is not related to the initial current value and di/dt [44]. The 

transient voltage trajectory during discharging and oscillation 

stage can be chosen for parameter estimation for a non-ideal 

step response (i.e., the case that iʹdc is not suddenly changed). 

In summary, the proposed TECM method utilizes the 

transient voltage trajectory to estimate the capacitance-related 

parameter α. The detailed implementation scheme is given in 

the following part.  

C. Proposed TECM-Based CM Scheme

Fig. 4(a) shows the implementation flowchart of the

proposed TECM-based scheme. Generally, the proposed 

scheme can realize the CM of capacitors in a grey-box system 

(e.g., commercial converters) and a white-box system (e.g., 

self-designed converters with the sampling of vdc). However, an 

additional voltage sensor is required if the power converter can- 
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and C versus aging temperature.  

not provide the signal of vdc. 

In the proposed scheme, a parameter identification algorithm, 

such as the particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm [26], 

[35], is used to find the optimal solutions of (2), in order to fit 

the sampled transient voltage ∆vdc and obtain the 

capacitance-related parameter , i.e., 

( )
2 d

obj dc, dc,m,
, , 1

argmin
  =

=  − 
n

j j
B j

f v v N  (8) 

where, ∆vdc,m,j is the sampled transient voltage profile, ∆vdc, j is 

the calculated transient voltage. N represents the number of 

data points.  

Generally, capacitors’ health status can be evaluated based 

on the comparison of online monitoring values and initial 

values. Here, a pre-test is required to sample the transient 

voltage ∆vdc,ini to obtain the initial value αini, as shown in 

Fig. 4(a). Although the proposed scheme is mainly designed for 

the monitoring of α, capacitance Cdc,es can be online estimated 

using (3). However, Req needs to be obtained in the pre-test, as 

shown in Fig. 4(b). Usually, an Al-Cap is considered failed 

when its capacitance has decreased by 20% of the initial value. 

Taking NIPPON Chemi-Con’s Al-Cap as an example, Fig. 5(a) 

shows the degradation curve of capacitance [49]. Based on (3), 

the relationship between  and aging time can be derived, 

which is also demonstrated in Fig. 5(a). Usually, Req of a 

converter is constant. The failure criteria can be defined as 

es/ini120% if  is chosen as the health indicator, where es 

and ini represent the estimation value and initial value, 

respectively.  

Assuming the initial capacitance is Cdc,ini, ini can be derived 

using the parameter identification algorithm and transient 

voltage profile vdc,ini in a pre-test. On the other hand, the 

capacitance is easily affected by ambient temperature Ta, a 

calibration of Cdc,ini and ini should be considered, i.e.,  

( ) a

ini a

−
= +

T c
X T a be  (9) 

where Xini represents the values of Cdc,ini and ini. a, b, and c are 

characteristic coefficients of capacitors. For NIPPON 

Chemi-Con’s Al-Caps, Fig. 5(b) shows the normalized 

parameters versus temperature [49].  

Notice that the transient voltage acquisition is implemented 

by comparing sampled voltage and the reference voltage, which 

can be implemented by a microcontroller unit (MCU). Also, a 

moving average filtering algorithm is used to filter the noise 

signals. The transient voltage acquisition and filter algorithms 

are detailed discussed in [42]. Moreover, the data processing is 

implemented in a host computer, which is similar to that in [10]. 
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III. SIMULATION VERIFICATION

In order to verify the proposed CM method, typical ac/dc and 

dc/dc systems with converter and inverter loads are built in the 

PSIM simulation environment.  

Fig. 6(a) shows the structure of an ac/dc system, where the 

front end and rear end are a boost PFC converter and an LLC 

converter, respectively. The detailed circuit parameters are 

given in the bottom of Fig. 6(a), where Cdc and Co represent the 

dc-link capacitors and output capacitors, respectively. vac, vdc,

vo, idc and io denote the input voltage, dc-link voltage, output

voltage, dc-link current and output current, respectively. L, fPFC,

kop, koi, kip, and kii are the switching frequency, inductance,

voltage-loop proportion, voltage-loop integral, current-loop

proportion, and current-loop integral coefficients of the PFC

converter. Lm, Cr, Lr, fLLC and n represent the transformer’s

magnetizing inductance, resonant capacitance, resonant

inductance, switching frequency and transformer turns ratio of

LLC converters.

Fig. 6(b) gives the structure of the built dc/dc system with an 

inverter load. The dc/dc system consists of two interleaved 

boost converters connected in parallel. The inverter load is an 

adjustable speed drive (ASD) system. The detailed circuit 

parameters are shown in the bottom of Fig. 6(b), where Cʹdc, vin, 

vʹin, vʹdc and iʹdc denote the dc-link capacitors, input voltages, 

dc-link voltage and dc-link current, respectively. L1‒Lʹ3, kvp, kvi,

kip, and kii denote the inductances, voltage-loop proportion,

voltage-loop integral, current-loop proportion, and current-loop

integral coefficients boost converters, respectively. finv, kd, Td,

kq, Tq, kw, and Tw represent the switching frequency, d-axis

proportion, d-axis time constant, q-axis proportion, q-axis time

constant, speed-loop proportion, speed-loop time constant,

respectively.

TABLE III 

DIFFERENT SIMULATION CONDITIONS FOR 17 CASES

Cases Simulation conditions 

Boost  

PFC 

I C=470F, ESR=10m, ∆P=250 W, LLC load

II C=430F, ESR=50m, ∆P=250 W, LLC load 

III C=510F, ESR=50m, ∆P=250 W, LLC load 

IV C=470F, ESR=10m, ∆P=250 W, LLC load, vdc decreases region 

V C=430F, ESR=10m, ∆P=250 W, LLC load, vdc decreases region 

VI C=510F, ESR=10m, ∆P=250 W, LLC load, vdc decreases region 

VII C=470F, ESR=10m, ∆P=150 W, LLC load 

VIII C=470F, ESR=10m, ∆P=350 W, LLC load 

IX C=470F, ESR=10m, ∆P=250 W, resistance load, 1-time step 

X C=470F, ESR=10m, ∆P=250 W, resistance load, 2-time step 

XI C=470F, ESR=10m, ∆P=250 W, resistance load, 3-time step 

LLC 

XII C=220F, ESR=5m, ∆P=250 W 

XIII C=190F, ESR=5m, ∆P=250 W 

XIV C=250F, ESR=5m, ∆P=250 W 

dc/dc 

with 

ASD  

XV C=470F, ESR=10m, the speed changing value is 1800 r/min 

XVI C=430F, ESR=10m, the speed changing value is 1800 r/min 

XVII C=510F, ESR=10m, the speed changing value is 1800 r/min 

Based on the built simulation models, 17 cases are chosen to 

verify the proposed method. Here, different simulation 

conditions are considered, including capacitor parameters 

(Cases I‒III), transient regions (Cases IV‒VI), transient 

amplitudes (Cases VII and VIII), change rates of transient 

current (Cases IX‒XI), topology structures (Cases VII‒XVII). 

The detailed simulation conditions are summarized in Table III. 

A. Case Study of Boost PFC Converters

1) Effect of Capacitor Parameters and Transient Regions

Taking a 250-W unloading transient as a case study, Fig. 7(a)

shows the simulation waveforms of Cases I‒VI. It can be seen 

that the transient waveforms are mainly dependent on the 

capacitance. Generally, the maximum voltage deviation 

decreases as capacitance increases. However, ESR has a 

relatively small effect on transient voltage profiles.   

Utilizing the PSO algorithm, Fig. 7(d) shows the fitted 

waveforms of transient voltage ∆vdc. It is found that the fitted 

waveforms are consistent with the simulation waveforms, 

which demonstrates the feasibility of the transient model (2). 

The corresponding fit parameters of α, B2, and ωd are shown in 

Table IV. In order to evaluate the estimation accuracy, a 

pre-test of Case I is taken to obtain Req. In the pre-test, the initial 

capacitance Cdc,ini is 470 F, and the fitted result of αini is 13.15. 

Then, Req of the boost PFC converter is calculated as 80.92. 

Based on this, estimated capacitances of Cases I‒III are 

summarized in Table IV. It is found that the estimation errors 

are less than 1%, which demonstrates the feasibility of the 

proposed TECM-based method.  

Referring to Fig. 7(a), the whole regions of transient profiles 

(i.e., the periods from 0.5 s to 0.8 s) are used to estimate 

capacitor parameters in Cases I‒III. In Cases IV‒VI, different 

transient regions are considered, i.e., the voltage-decrease 

regions (the periods from 0.54 s to 0.8 s). Fig. 7(e) shows the 

fitted waveforms of voltage-decrease regions. The results in 

Table IV demonstrate that the proposed scheme is feasible 

when different transient regions are used for parameter fitting.  

2) Effect of Transient Amplitudes

Considering different transient amplitudes, Fig. 7(b) shows

the simulation waveforms of 150-W and 350-W unloading 

transients (i.e., Cases VII and VIII). It can be seen that the 
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Fig. 7.  Simulation results of Cases I‒XI for a boost PFC [c.f. Fig. 6(a)]. (a) Simulation waveforms of Cases I‒VI. (b) Simulation waveforms of Cases VII and VIII. 

(c) Simulation waveforms of Cases IX‒XI. (d) Fitted results of Cases I‒III. (e) Fitted results of Cases IV‒VI. (f) Fitted results of Cases VII‒VIII. (g) Fitted results

of Cases IX‒XI. 

Fig. 8.  Simulation results of Cases XII‒XVII for an LLC converter [c.f. 

Fig. 6(a)] and interleaved boost converters with ASD loads [c.f. Fig. 6(b)]. (a) 

Simulation waveforms of Cases XII‒XIV. (b) Fitted results of Cases XII‒XIV. 

(c) Simulation waveforms of Cases XV‒XVII. (d) Fitted results of Cases

XV‒XVII.

voltage deviation increases as the transient amplitude increases. 

Fig. 7(f) shows the fitted waveforms. And, the corresponding 

estimation results are summarized in Table IV. It is found that 

the proposed method is suitable for system with different 

transient amplitudes. 

3) Effect of Change Rate of Transient Current

In some applications, the load current is not suddenly

changed. Taking a 250-W unloading transient as an example, 

Fig. 7(c) shows the simulation waveforms of three different 

cases, i.e., Case IX (1-time current step), Case X (2-times 

current step), and Case XI (2-times current step). It can be seen 

that the maximum voltage deviation of these three cases are the 

same. However, the transient voltage profiles are different. As 

discussed in Part A of Section II, the voltage-decrease period 

can be used for parameter estimation. Fig. 7(g) shows the fitted 

waveforms. And the estimation results in Table IV illustrate the 

feasibility of the proposed scheme.  

B. Case Study of LLC Converters and Interleaved Boost

Converter-Fed ASD systems

To verify the usability of the proposed scheme for different 

topologies, an LLC converter (i.e., Cases XII‒XIV) is chosen 

as a case study. Taking a 250-W load transient as an example, 

Fig. 8(a) shows the voltage and current waveforms of the LLC 

converter. Utilizing the PSO algorithm, fitted waveforms of 

transient voltage ∆vo are shown in Fig. 8(b). It can be seen that 

the fitted waveforms are consistent with the simulation 

waveforms. Similar to that of Case I, a pre-test of Case XII is 

taken to obtain Req of the LLC converter. In the pre-test, the 

initial capacitance Co,ini is 220 F, and the fitted result of αini is 

3.56. Then, Req of the LLC converter is calculated as 638.41. 

Based on this, estimated capacitances of Cases XII‒IV are 

summarized in Table IV. It is found that the estimation errors 

are less than 1%, which demonstrates the proposed method is 

suitable for an isolated dc/dc converter.  

Furthermore, an interleaved boost converter-fed ASD system 

(i.e., Cases XV‒XVIII) is chosen as another case study. The 

detailed circuit and control parameters are also given in Fig. 6. 

Fig. 8(c) shows the simulation waveforms of the ASD system 



TABLE IV 

SIMULATION RESULTS OF 17 CASES (C.F. TABLE III)
Cases Fitted results Pre-test Req  Ces (F)  Error 

I α=13.17, B2=3.80104, ωd=25.07 

80.92 (based 

on pre-test of 

Case I) 

469.17 0.2% 

II α=14.24, B2=6.79104, ωd=25.12 433.91 0.9% 

III α=12.11, B2=2.11104, ωd=25.05 510.23  <0.1% 

IV α=13.15, B2=3.75104, ωd=24.94 469.88 <0.1% 

V α=14.29, B2=7.03104, ωd=25.08 432.40 0.6% 

VI α=12.09, B2=2.09104, ωd=24.82 511.08 <0.1% 

VII α=13.27, B2=2.28104, ωd=25.15 465.72 <0.1% 

VIII α=13.14, B2=5.20104, ωd=25.06 470.24 <0.1% 

IX α=13.28, B2=3.73104, ωd=14.50 465.30 0.2% 

X α=13.05, B2=3.51104, ωd=14.31 473.48 0.7% 

XI α=13.08, B2=3.82104, ωd=14.10 472.29 0.5% 

XII α=634.06, B2=8.34103, ωd=8.00104 3.56 (based 

on pre-test of 

Case XII) 

221.23 0.6% 

XIII α=733.93, B2=3.86104, ωd=8.51104 191.37 0.7% 

XIV α=565.23, B2=2.82104, ωd=7.83105 248.48 0.6% 

XV α=116.27, B2=1.51103, ωd=373.13 9.15 (based 

on pre-test of 

Case XV) 

469.98 <0.1% 

XVI α=128.13, B2=2.83103, ωd=377.09 426.48 0.8% 

XVII α=108.15, B2=984.82, ωd=369.69 505.27 0.9% 

when a deceleration occurs. It can be seen that the dc-link 

voltage v'dc frequently fluctuant during the deceleration 

processing. Referring to Fig. 8(c), the voltage profiles during 

low-speed phases are chosen to estimate capacitor parameters. 

Using the PSO algorithm, Fig. 8(d) shows the fitted waveforms 

of transient voltage ∆v'dc. Similar to that of Case I and Case XII, 

a pre-test of Case XV is taken to obtain Req of the front-end 

system. In the pre-test, the initial capacitance C'dc,ini is 470 F, 

and the fitted result of αini is 116.27. Then, Req of the front 

system is calculated as 9.15. Referring to the estimated 

capacitances in Table IV, it can be seen that the estimation 

errors of Cases XV‒XVII are less than 1%, which demonstrates 

the proposed scheme is suitable for a parallel converter system. 

In summary, the simulation results verify the feasibility of 

the proposed TECM method. It is suitable for ac/dc and dc/dc 

converters with different topology structures, parameters, and 

transient amplitudes. However, a pre-test is required if the 

capacitance needs to be estimated.  

IV. EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION

Referring to Fig. 9(a), a commercial power supply is chosen 

as a case study. Its rated power P is 1 kW. The input and output 

voltages are 110‒240 VAC and 48 VDC, respectively. Notice 

that the power supply’s housing and capacitors are 

disassembled to carry out the experimental study, which is not 

required in actual applications. Generally, the detailed circuit 

topology, circuit parameters, and control parameters of a 

commercial power supply cannot be directly obtained. 

However, the circuit structure is easily found (i.e., a two-stage 

ac/dc/dc system), as shown in the top of Fig. 9(a). Here, vdc, idc, 

vo, io denote the dc-link voltage, dc-link current, rear-end output 

voltage, and rear-end output current, respectively. Cdc and Co 

represent the dc-link capacitor and output capacitor, 

respectively.  

In order to verify the proposed CM scheme, three types of 

capacitors are chosen, i.e., Cap. A, Cap. B, and Cap. C. The 

detailed parameters of these capacitors are measured using an 

LCR meter operates at 120 Hz and 25 °C, as shown in 

Figs. 9(b)‒9(d). Moreover, the switching frequency fsw,ac and 

fsw,dc of the front-end ac/dc converter and rear-end dc/dc con- 

Fig. 9. Experimental setup and measured capacitor parameters. (a) 

Experimental setup. (b) Measured parameters of Cap. A. (c) Measured 

parameters of Cap. B. (d) Measured parameters of Cap. C. 

verter are measured by an oscilloscope, which are about 

100 kHz and 125 kHz, respectively. 

Furthermore, 9 cases are chosen to comprehensively 

evaluate the proposed scheme. Different experimental 

conditions are considered, including sampling frequencies 

(Cases I and II), transient regions (Case III), transient 

amplitudes (Case IV), capacitor parameters (Cases V and VI), 

and topology structures (Cases VII‒IX). Table V shows the 

detailed experimental conditions, where ∆Po represents the 

change amplitude of output power, fsa,ac and fsa,dc denote the 

sampling frequencies of transient voltage profiles of the 

front-end and rear-end converters, respectively.  

It should be noted that the transient voltage profiles are 

sampled using an oscilloscope and its voltage probe in the 

experiments. They can also be sampled using an MCU, which 

is detailed discussed in Section V. Based on the sampled data, 

the capacitor parameters are obtained using the PSO algorithm, 

which is operated in the MATLAB software.  

A. Case Study of Front-end AC/DC Converter

1) Effect of Sampling Frequency and Transient Regions

Taking a 15%P unloading transient as an example, the top of

Fig. 10(a) shows the experimental waveforms of dc-link 

voltage vdc and load current io. Here, the sampling rate of the 

oscilloscope is defined as 25 kS/s, and the sampling frequency 

fsa, ac of the transient voltage profile is 25 kHz. Utilizing the PSO 

algorithm, the fitted waveforms and results are shown in the 

bottom of Fig. 10(a). It can be seen that the fitted curve is 

consistent with the transient voltage ∆vdc, which demonstrates 

the feasibility of the estimation model. In order to estimate 

capacitance to evaluate the accuracy, a pre-test is taken to 

obtain Req of the front-end ac/dc converter. In the pre-test, Cap. 

A is utilized, and the fitted result of αini is 13.5719. Then, Req is 

calculated as 83.9617. Based on the fitted result  and Req, the 

capacitance can be calculated, as shown in Table VI.  



TABLE V 

DIFFERENT EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS FOR 12 CASES OF THE SYSTEM 

SHOWN IN FIG. 9
Cases Cap. Experimental conditions 

I Cdc Cap. A (438.78F, 113.09 m), ∆Po=15%P, fsa,ac=25kHz

II Cdc Cap. A (438.78F, 113.09 m), ∆Po=15%P, fsa,ac=2.5kHz 

III Cdc 
Cap. A (438.78F, 113.09 m), ∆Po=15%P, fsa,ac=2.5kHz 

(different transient duration) 

IV Cdc Cap. A (438.78F, 113.09 m), ∆Po=25%P, fsa,ac=2.5kHz 

V Cdc Cap. B (289.25F, 149.85 m), ∆Po=15%P, fsa,ac=2.5kHz 

VI Cdc Cap. B (289.25F, 149.85 m), ∆Po=25%P, fsa,ac=2.5kHz 

VII Co Cap. C (187.89F, 165.49 m), ∆Po=15%P, fsa,dc=125kHz 

VIII Co Cap. C (187.89F, 165.49 m), ∆Po=25%P, fsa,dc=125kHz 

XI Co Cap. C (187.89F, 165.49 m), ∆Po=25%P, fsa,dc=62.5kHz 

In Case I, the ratio N of sampling frequency fsa,ac to switching 

frequency fsw,ac is 1/4. Actually, a lower sampling frequency 

can be utilized. Fig. 10(b) shows the experimental waveforms 

and estimation results of Case II. Here, the sampling rate of the 

oscilloscope is defined as 2.5 kS/s. The sampling frequency 

fsa,ac and the ratio N are 2.5 kHz and 1/40, respectively. 

Referring to the fitted waveforms and estimation results in 

Fig. 10(b) and Table VI, it can be seen that the proposed 

scheme is suitable for the case with a low sampling rate.  

In actual applications, a whole transient waveform may not 

be sampled due to some reasons, such as transient detection 

Fig. 10. Experimental waveforms and estimation results of Cases I‒IX (c.f. Table V). (a) Case I. (b) Case II. (c) Case III. (d) Case IV. (e) Case V. (f) Case VI. (g) 

Case VII. (h) Case VIII. (i) Case IX. 



TABLE VI 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OF CASES I‒IX (C.F. TABLE V) 

Cases 
N 

(fsa/fsw) 

Estimated 

 
Estimated Req 

Estimated 

capacitances 
Errors 

I 1/4 13.6018 

83.9617 

(based on 

pre-test of 

Case I) 

437.82 F 0.22% 

II 1/40 13.5380 439.88 F 0.25% 

III 1/40 13.2596 438.00 F 0.18% 

IV 1/40 13.6584 436.00 F 0.63% 

V 1/40 20.5968 289.13 F 0.04% 

VI 1/40 20.7157 287.47 F 0.62% 

VII 1 8.4577103 0.3148 (based 

on pre-test of 

Case VII) 

187.79 F 0.05% 

VIII 1 8.5053103 186.74 F 0.61% 

IX 1/2 8.5299103 186.21 F 0.89% 

delay [41], [42]. In order to analyze the effect of transient 

regions, a region of transient voltage trajectory is used in Case 

III, as shown in the top of Fig. 10(c). Referring to the bottom of 

Fig. 10(c), it can be seen that the function of curve fitting is 

available. Also, the estimation results in Table VI demonstrate 

that the proposed scheme is feasible if a short transient region is 

utilized. 

2) Effect of Transient Amplitudes and Capacitor Parameters

Considering different transient amplitudes, the top of

Fig. 10(d) shows the experimental waveforms of Case IV, 

where the load change amplitude is 25%P. It can be seen that 

the maximum voltage deviation is larger than that of 

Fig. 10(a)‒10(c) due to the relatively large change amplitude of 

load current. Referring to the fitted results in the bottom of 

Fig. 10(d), it is found that the fitted waveform is consistent with 

the experimental waveform. Moreover, the estimation result 

shown in Table VI demonstrates that the proposed scheme is 

suitable for converters with different transient amplitudes.  

Furthermore, Figs. 10(e) and 10(f) give the experimental 

waveforms and estimation results of Case V and Case VI, 

where Cap. B is utilized. It can be seen that the estimation 

errors are less than 1%, which demonstrates that the proposed 

scheme is suitable for converters with different capacitor 

parameters.  

B. Case Study of Rear-end DC/DC Converter

Taking the rear-end dc/dc as a case study, the top of Fig. 10(g)

shows the experimental waveforms of output voltage vo and 

load current io. Here, the sampling rate of the oscilloscope is 

defined as 125 kS/s, and the sampling frequency fsa, dc of the 

transient voltage profile is 125 kHz. Utilizing the PSO 

algorithm, the fitted results are shown at the bottom of 

Fig. 10(g). It is found that the fitted curve is consistent with that 

of the experimental waveform. Similar to that of the front-end 

ac/dc converter, a pre-test is taken to obtain Req of the dc/dc 

converter, in order to obtain capacitance to evaluate the 

estimation accuracy. In the pre-test, Cap. C is utilized, and the 

fitted result of αini is 8.4534103. Then, Req is calculated as 

0.3148. Based on the fitted result  and Req, the capacitance can 

be calculated, as shown in Table VI. Furthermore, Fig. 10(h) 

shows the experimental waveforms and fitted results of 

converters with different transient amplitudes (i.e., Case VIII). 

The corresponding estimation results shown in Table VI 

demonstrate that the proposed scheme is suitable for a dc/dc 

converter.  

In Cases VII and VIII, the ratio N of sampling frequency fsa,dc 
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Fig. 11. Temperature testing setup and experimental results. (a) Temperature 

testing setup. (b) Sampled waveforms under different temperatures. (c) Fitted 

waveforms under different temperatures.

to switching frequency fsw,dc is 1. A lower sampling rate is also 

feasible (i.e., 1/2), as shown in Fig. 10(i). Referring to the 

estimation results and fitted waveforms in Table VI and the 

bottom of Fig. 10(i), it is found that the estimation error is less 

than 1%, which demonstrates that the proposed scheme is 

suitable for different sampling frequencies.  

C. Sensitivity Analysis

Besides the above-mentioned 9 cases, the sensitivity analysis

of the proposed method is given in this sub-section. 

1) Effect of Temperature Variation

In order to verify the effect of temperature variation, Cap. A

is placed in a climatic chamber and three typical temperatures 

(i.e., 10 °C, 50°C, and 80°C) are chosen as case studies. 

Fig. 11(a) shows the photograph of the built temperature testing 

setup. The measurement results of capacitance (using the LCR 

meter) at different temperatures are given in the top of Fig.11(a). 

It is found that the capacitance increases as the temperature 

increases, which is similar to that in Fig. 5(b). Furthermore, 

taking Case II as an example, Fig. 11(b) shows the sampled 

transient waveforms at different temperatures. It can be seen 

that there exist slight differences in the transient waveforms due 

to the capacitance being different at different temperatures. 

Utilizing the PSO algorithm, the fitted waveforms are shown in 

Fig. 11(c). And, the corresponding estimation results are listed 

in Table VII. It is found that the estimation errors are less than 

1%, which demonstrates that the proposed scheme is suitable 

for different temperature conditions.  

2) Effect of High-Frequency Ripples and Harmonics

In the proposed method, a moving average filtering (MAF)

algorithm is used to filter the noise on sampling data [42], i.e., 



TABLE VII 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FOR CASE II AT DIFFERENT TEMPERATURES

Tem. 

(°C) 

Tested 

C (F) 
Fitted results 

Pre-test 

Req  
Ces (F) Error 

10 433.45 α=13.74, B2=23.87, ωd =30.29 83.9617 

(c.f., 

Case I) 

433.35 <0.1% 

50 449.88 α=13.31, B2=23.70, ωd=29.25 447.38 0.6% 

80 463.86 α=13.94, B2=23.44, ωd=28.36 460.16 0.8% 

( ) ( )( )1 2 1 2

1 1

− −

− += =
= + + 

m m

n n n i n ii i
y x x x m   (9) 

where yn and xn represent the filtered data and sampling data, 

respectively. m is the size of a sliding window. In the foregoing 

examples, m is defined as 20 to filter the noise signals. By 

adjusting m, the effect of high-frequency ripples and harmonics 

can be observed.  

Taking Case I as an example, Fig. 12(a) shows the filtered 

and fitted waveforms. As m=1, the filtered waveform 

represents the original sampled waveform without using the 

filter function. Here, the signal includes the ripple and 

harmonic information. Furthermore, Fig. 12(b) and Fig. 12(c) 

show the filtered and fitted waveforms when m=175 and 250, 

respectively. Notice that the double-line-frequency harmonic 

component is the major harmonic component in vdc of the boost 

PFC converter [50], and its frequency is 100 Hz in this case 

study. The double-line-frequency harmonic has been 

completely filtered out when m=250 due to the sampling 

frequency is 25 kHz. Therefore, there is almost no harmonic or 

ripple information in vdc when m=250. The estimation results in 

Table VIII demonstrate that the estimation accuracy increases 

as m increases, which illustrates that the harmonic and ripple 

have a negative effect. Another test in Figs. 12(d)‒12(f) also 

demonstrates the conclusion.  

3) Effect of Parameters Identification Algorithms

Generally, the transient profile is mainly dependent on the

load change amplitudes, circuit, and control parameters of 

converters. This information is usually unknown in the 

monitoring procedure. It is difficult to define an accurate search 

range of α, B2, and ωd in the PSO algorithm. In the proposed 

scheme, the low bounds for α, B2, and ωd are defined as 0, and 

there are no upper bounds. Moreover, the iterations end when 

the relative change in the best objective function value over the 

last iterations is less than 10-6. Notice that although a relatively 

large boundary is utilized, the parameters can be accurately 

estimated if a transient profile is well-fitted, as shown in the 

foregoing experimental cases.  

Moreover, only one instance of parameter estimation results 

of each case is given in the foregoing experimental examples. 

As discussed in [12], condition monitoring can be performed 

once a day or even once a week, dependent on the operation 

requirement. It is better to utilize the average value of multiple 

estimations to improve the accuracy. Taking Case II and Case 

V as examples, Fig. 13(a) shows the fitted results of 8 tests. It is 

found that the PSO algorithm (with a relatively large boundary) 

can well fit the experimental data. Furthermore, Figs. 13(b) and 

13(c) show the boxplot graphs of the estimated results. It can be 

seen that the average errors of Case II and Case V are 0.04% 

and 0.19%, respectively. These 8 cases also verify the PSO 

algorithm can accurately identify the parameters when a 

relatively large boundary is set.  
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TABLE VIII 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FOR CASE I WITH DIFFERENT FILTER PARAMETERS

Cases m Fitted results 
Pre-test 

Req 
Ces (F) Error 

1st 

test 

1 α=13.67, B2=23.19, ωd =30.83 83.9617 

(c.f., 

Table VI) 

435.85 0.67% 

175 α=13.62, B2=23.08, ωd=30.80 437.27 0.35% 

250 α=13.58, B2=22.99, ωd=30.78 438.50 0.06% 

2nd 

test 

1 α=13.66, B2=23.28, ωd =30.74 83.9617 

(c.f., 

Table VI) 

435.87 0.66% 

175 α=13.64, B2=23.22, ωd=30.72 436.59 0.50% 

250 α=13.61, B2=23.14, ωd=30.70 437.47 0.30% 

On the other hand, the PSO algorithm is utilized in the 

above-mentioned experimental cases. Other parameter 

identification algorithms also can be utilized, such as the 

genetic algorithm (GA) and least-squares (LS) algorithm. 

Taking Case II as an example, Fig. 14 shows the fitted 

waveforms of different algorithms, where the solutions are 

obtained using the “particleswarm”, “ga”, and “lsqcurvefit” 

functions in MATLAB R2021A. For the GA and LS algorithms, 

the boundary range of α, B2, and ωd are the same as that of the 

PSO algorithm. It is found that the GA and LS algorithms also 

can be used for parameter identification. The estimation 

accuracy is similar. However, the execution time of different 

algorithms is different, as summarized in Table IX. Although 

the LS algorithm has a relatively short execution time, initial 

values of α, B2, and ωd are required to solve the nonlinear 

least-squares problem. Fortunately, the parameters can be 

successfully identified, even if the initial values are away from 

the target values (i.e., the actual values). Here, the initial values 

of α, B2, and ωd are all defined as 1. Generally, the LS algorithm 

can be implemented in an MCU due to its simplicity [18], [51]. 

It is possible to utilize an MCU to operate the LS algorithm to 

realize the CM of capacitors.  

V. APPLICATION CASES FOR WHITE-BOX AND GREY-BOX 

SYSTEMS 

In this section, two typical application cases for a white-box 

system and a grey-box system are given to further illustrate the 

implementation of the proposed method.  

A. Application of the Proposed Method in a White-Box System

In a white-box system, the existing voltage sensor for the

control purpose can be reused for CM, as shown in Fig. 4. 

Taking a self-designed digital-controlled boost PFC 

converter as an example, Fig. 15(a) shows the built 

experimental setup, where the circuit and control parameters 
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TABLE IX 

ESTIMATION RESULTS FOR CASE II WITH DIFFERENT ALGORITHMS

Algo. Error 
Iteration/ 

generation 

Elapsed 

time 
Advantages and limitations 

PSO 0.25% 60 times 0.3912 s Not need initial values, 

relatively long operation time GA 0.25% 101 times 0.6203 s 

LS 0.25% 5 times 0.0130 s 
Need initial values, 

relatively short operation time 

can be found in [42]. Here, the existing voltage sensor and 

MCU are used for control and CM purposes. The rate power Pr 

of the converter is 1 kW. In the proposed scheme, the unloading 

transient is detected based on a comparison between the dc-link 

voltage vdc and designed threshold voltage Vth, as shown in 

Fig. 15(b). In order to prevent false detection, two times 

comparisons are introduced in the detection process. Moreover, 

Vth should be larger than the sum of reference voltage Vref and 

maximum ripple voltage ∆Vdc,max, i.e., Vth > Vref +∆Vdc,max. 

Considering the transient occurrence period (e.g., 10 min [41]) 

is considerably short compared with capacitor aging [in the 

order of hour, c.f., Fig. 5(a)], Vth can be set relatively large. 

Then, a transient with a relatively large amplitude is selected 

for CM. 

On the other hand, the time t is a key variable in the transient 

behavior model, i.e., Eq. (2). It is necessary to record the data 

and its corresponding sampling instant if an MCU is utilized for 

sampling. Fig. 15(c) shows the timeline acquisition flowchart, 

where Tsa is the sampling period. vdc,st and nst represent the 

sampled steady-state data and the serial number of sampling 

points. vdc,tr and ntr represent the sampled transient data and 

corresponding serial number. n'st is the serial number at the 

initial instant of transients. By merging the steady-state and 

transient data, the timeline of transient profile can be obtained, 

i.e., t= (nst+ntr‒n'st)Tsa.

Taking a 32%Ptr unloading transient as an example,

Fig. 15(d) shows the experimental waveforms. Here, Cap. A is 

utilized. This case is a pre-test to obtain Req of this PFC 

converter. Following the flowchart in Fig. 4(b), Req is calcula- 
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ted as 166.8402. Furthermore, Cap. B and a 20%Ptr transient 

condition are considered to verify the proposed method, as 

shown in Fig. 15(e). In this case, Vth is set as 420 V, and the 

sampling frequency is 5 kHz. nst and ntr are set as 512 and 2048, 

respectively. Referring to the bottom of Fig. 15(e), it can be 

seen that the fitted curve is consistent with the sampled data. 

Also, the fitted results of α, B2, and ωd are 10.4856, 99.6669, 

and 14.4375, respectively. The estimated capacitance and 

estimation error are 285.81 F and 1.1%, respectively.  

B. Application of the Proposed Method in a Grey-Box System

As discussed in Section II, an additional voltage sensor may

require for a grey-box system (e.g., a commercial converter) if 

the signal interface has not been provided by manufacturers.  

Taking the previously used commercial power supply as a 

case study, Fig. 16(a) shows the built setup. Two self-powered 

sampling circuits are designed to obtain vdc and vo, respectively. 

The typical structure is shown in the bottom of Fig. 16(a). Here, 

two MOSNSUN power modules PV20-27A15 (for 200‒1100 

Vdc) and URA4815YMD (for 18‒75 Vdc) are utilized for 

self-power. And the voltage sensor LV 25-P is used for voltage 

sampling. Taking Circuit II as an example, Fig. 16(b) shows the 

PCB prototype of the designed sampling circuit.  

Taking a 25%P unloading transient as an example, Fig. 16(c) 

shows the experimental waveforms of the front-end ac/dc 

converter (Cap. A is utilized), where vdc,sa represents the output 

signal of the designed sampling circuit. It is sampled by an 

MCU TMS320F28377D and being transferred to the PC using 

a data transmission module. Utilizing the PSO algorithm, the 

bottom of Fig. 16(c) shows the fitted results. Here, Vth is set as 

420 V, and the sampling frequency is 5 kHz. nst and ntr are set as 

256 and 1280, respectively. The fitted values of α, B2, and ωd  
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are 13.6239, 29.4641, and 28.4213, respectively. As Req = 

83.9617 (based on pre-test of Case I), the estimated capacitance 

and estimation error are 437.11 F and 0.4%, respectively.  

Taking about 100%P unloading transients as an example, 

Fig. 16(d) shows the experimental waveform of rear-end 

converter, where vo,sa represents the output signal of the 

designed sampling circuit. Here, the change amplitude of the 

output current is about 20 A, which reaches the maximum value 

of the commercial converter. Also, the used capacitance is 

1290.86 F (@25°C, 120 Hz). Utilizing the PSO algorithm, the 

bottom of Fig. 16(d) shows the fitted results. Here, Vth is set as 

49 V, and the sampling frequency is 25 kHz. nst and ntr are set as 

256 and 512, respectively. The fitted values of α, B2, and ωd are 

1253.99, 149.77, and 37.12, respectively. As Req = 0.3148 

(based on pre-test of Case VII), the estimated capacitance and 

estimation error are 1266.59 F and 1.8%, respectively. The 

experimental results demonstrate that the CM function is 

normally operated when a relatively large load transient occurs. 

However, the transient waveform is a little distorted compared 

with the waveforms in Figs. 10(g)‒10(i) due to such a large 

load step occurs. The estimation error is relatively large. 

Fortunately, the average value of multiple estimations (i.e., 

multiple transients in different amplitudes) can be used to 

improve the estimation accuracy.  

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper proposes a transient equivalent circuit 

model-based grey-box method for online monitoring of dc-link 

capacitors. The main contributions and remarks are given in the 

following.  

A. Main Contributions

1) By analyzing the transient behavior of ac/dc and dc/dc

converters, it is found that the transient trajectory is similar to a 

zero-state response of a parallel RLC circuit. Based on this, 

dc-link capacitors can be online monitored using the transient

trajectory with minimum dependency on the detailed topology 

and control information. Besides, it has features of relatively 

high applicability and extreme low sampling frequency. 

2) The feasibility of the proposed scheme has been verified

on an ac/dc and a dc/dc system with converter and inverter 

loads in simulation. Moreover, its feasibility has been 

demonstrated in a commercial power supply. Experimental 

results illustrate that the estimation errors of the damping factor 

α and dc-link capacitance are less than 1%. Furthermore, two 

typical application cases for a white-box system and a grey-box 

system are given to further illustrate the implementation of the 

proposed method. 

B. Brief Remarks

Comparing with the existing schemes, brief remarks are

given in the following. 

1) As discussed in [40]‒[42], the transient trajectory has the

features of large amplitude and long duration, which is easily to 

be sampled. Although additional ripple extraction circuits and 

high-speed sampling devices are not required in [40]‒[42], 

additional current sensors [40] and unique estimation models 

[40]‒[42] limit their extensibility. Different from that, the 

proposed method is independent of circuit topology. It can be 

used for CM of ac/dc and dc/dc converters and it has a strong 

adaptability.  

2) The proposed scheme is feasible even if an extreme low

sampling frequency is utilized (e.g., 1/40 of the switching 

frequency), which can reduce the hardware cost of sampling 

systems and the volume of sampled data.  

3) The proposed method can be used for a grey-box system

with minimum dependency on the detailed topology and 

control information However, an additional voltage sensor is 

needed to sample the transient voltage. Fortunately, additional 

sensors are not required if the function is integrated in the 

design phase. 

4) One limitation of the proposed scheme is that a pre-test is

required if the user wants to obtain detailed capacitance 

parameters. Fortunately, the damping factor α (related to 

capacitance) of transient trajectories of converters can be 

chosen as a new health indicator of capacitors. 

5) Besides the PSO algorithm, other algorithms (e.g., GA

and LS) also can be utilized for parameter identification. 

Comparing with the PSO and GA algorithms, the LS algorithm 

is simpler and it can be implemented in an MCU [18], [51]. 

However, the detailed design of the CM using an MCU needs 

further investigation in the future. 
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